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Abstract

Nanofabrication techniques for high-aspect-ratio nanometer-scale pit using a carbon

nanotube (CNT) as a STM probe have been researched. In this study, we focus our

attention on carbon materials (HOPG: Highly Oriented Pyrolytic Graphite) which

will be applied for bio-mirco-nano system and various engineering systems. The

optimum fabrication condition fabricated by the CNT probe with the high-aspect-

ratio was determined. In comparison with the case of the commonly used tungsten

prove, the diameter fabricated by the CNT probe was decreased to 1/10 smaller, and

the aspect-ratio increased up to about 9 times. Furthermore, we tried to fabricate the

nanometer-scale line fabrications with high-aspect-ratio. The process mechanism of

the nanofabrication by STM method was also tried to clarify by TEM in-situ

observations during fabrication process. The field evaporation of HOPG around the

probe was observed without dislocations and strains. Therefore, the physical origin of

this nanometer-scale fabrication using STM was considered to be the field

evaporation mechanism.

1 Introduction

The fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanoelectromechanical systems and nanodevices

is becoming increasingly important. The nanofabrication technique that employs a

STM has been demonstrated by several researchers for a wide range of sizes.

However, the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures was not yet realized.

But we have developed nanofabrication techniques for high-aspect-ratio nanometer-

scale pit using a carbon nanotube (CNT) as a STM probe, and have clarified the

optimum fabrication conditions of the bias voltage, tunnel current, and fabrication

time for Au thin film deposited on Si(100) surface. The aspect ratio of the nanoscale
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pit fabricated using the CNT probe fabricated at the optimum condition was

increased to 45 times that of the usual tungsten probe [1]. In this study, we

investigate the possibility of the fabrication of high-aspect-ratio nanostructures on

carbon materials (HOPG). We also challenge to clarify the process mechanism of

the nanometer-scale fabrication by STM method by TEM in-situ observations during

fabrication process.

2 Experimental procedures

The CNT probes used in this study were manufactured by a pull method [1]. The pull

method utilizes the viscosity and surface tension of isopropyl alcohol as a solvent and

electrophoresis of a CNT with diameters of 10–40 nm. Figure 1(a) shows a SEM

image of the CNT probe. Nanoscale pits and lines were fabricated on the surface of

highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG：Veeco, USA). The fabrications and

surface observations by the STM were carried out using a constant current mode

under ambient pressure and room temperature. The optimum fabrication condition

was investigated at various conditions at bias voltages of 3-7 V, tunnelling currents of

0.1-1 nA, and fabricating times of 30-120 sec, respectively. A STM holder, designed

for operation with a 200 kV TEM (JEOL: TEM-2010) was used to carry out in situ

fabricating observations. The nanomanipulation holder is configured to accept a thin

TEM specimen of HOPG, which was processed by focused ion beam. A probe made

by tungsten is inserted, which can be spatially controlled in three dimensions by piezo

elements and is capable of fabricating nanometer-scale pits as shown in Figure 1(b).

In this experiment, a bias voltage of 100 V was applied between a specimen and a

probe.
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Figure 1: (a) SEM image of a manufactured CNT probe, and (b) nanomanipulation

holder for TEM in situ observation during STM fabrication
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3 Results and Discussion

The pit configurations by the CNT probe change with the variation of bias voltage,

tunnel current and fabrication time. In order to investigate the optimum fabrication

condition for the high-aspect-ratio pit, first relationship between the bias voltage and

the pit configuration was studied. The results are shown in Figure 2. The highest-

aspect-ratio with the depth of 104 nm and the diameter of 58 nm was obtained at 5 V.

The similar experiments concerning a tunnel current and a fabrication time were

carried out. Consequently, the bias voltage of 5 V, tunnel current of 1 nA and

fabrication time of 60 s were found to be the optimum condition.

The effect on the pit configuration in fabrication by STM for HOPG using a CNT

probe was investigated. An etched tungsten probe was used as a comparative probe.

The pit configuration from the tungsten probe had a shape reflecting curvature of the

probe apex. A diameter and depth of pit was 809 nm and 178 nm, respectively. On

the other hand, the diameter and depth of pit made using the CNT probe were 58 nm

and 104 nm, respectively. An aspect ratio in the case of tungsten probe and CNT

probe are 0.2 and 1.8, respectively. The possibility of high-aspect-ratio fabrication

using the CNT probe was demonstrated for HOPG.

The nanometer-scale line fabrication by sliding the CNT probe with the speed of

0.45μm/s at the optimum condition was also carried out. Figure 3(a) shows the 

structure of the nanometer-scale line fabrication with the width of 112 nm and

Figure 2: STM images and cross-sectional diagrams of the pit fabricated by CNT probe at

various bias voltages
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the depth of 29 nm. The CNT probe was maintained after one hundred times of

fabrications. Therefore the lifetime was considered to be comparable to the W tip.

These charming results indicate the possibility of innovative nanometer-scale

fabrication method using the CNT probe.

Furthermore, TEM in-situ observations during fabrication process were

demonstrated in order to investigate the physical mechanism of the STM fabrication

process. As shown in Figure 3(b) and (c), when the probe was approached to the

specimen with applied voltage, the field evaporation of the carbon material around

the probe was observed without dislocations and strains. Therefore, the physical

origin of this nanometer-scale fabrication using STM was considered to be the field

evaporation mechanism.

4 Conclusions

This study clarified the possibility of fabricating nanometer-scale pit and line using

the CNT as a STM probe when applying it to the carbon material of HOPG. Bias

voltage of 5 V, tunnel current of 1 nA and fabrication time of 60 s using the CNT

probe were found to be the optimum condition with the highest-aspect ratio of the

pit. Direct TEM in-situ evidence during fabrication of a pit supported that the

physical origin of this nanometer-scale fabrication using STM was considered to be

the field evaporation mechanism.
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Figure 3: STM images and cross-sectional diagrams of the line fabrication, (b) and (c)

change of structures by TEM in situ observation during STM fabrication
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